Influenza viruses cause millions of infections each year. Unlike influenza A viruses, influenza B infection appears restricted to humans and no zoonotic reservoirs have been identified [1] . Although numerous structural studies of influenza A viruses have been reported [2] [3] [4] , less is known about the structural organization of influenza B. Additionally, the structural organizations of packaged and unpackaged segmented influenza B genomic ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs) have not been studied in detail [5] .
Influenza B viruses isolated from MDCK cells
,c) and chicken eggs ( Figure 1d ) were both observed to be roughly spherical in shape when imaged by negative-stain or cryo-EM (Figure 1c,d ). Interestingly, we were able to separate smaller, irregular particles that appeared to be membrane blebs ( Figure 1b ) from intact virions (Figure 1c ). When analyzed by cryo-EM, influenza B virions were pleiomorphic but approached spherical morphologies (Figure 1d -f). Virions (N=695) had an average major axis of 107 nm in length (40-275 nm range) and an average minor axis of 94 nm in length (36-169 nm range). The average virion diameter was 100 nm and the majority of virions had an aspect ratio below 1.2 with an enclosed area of less than 10000 nm 2 . These results indicate that the majority of influenza type B viruses are approximately spherical when grown in either MDCK or egg-adapted. This may indicate that morphological adaptions and transmission of influenza B do not follow the dogma established for influenza A virus. For type A, spherical virions are considered to be less transmissible than filamentous virions, which tend to dominate MDCK-grown virus preparations as opposed to more spherical virions from egg-adaption [6] .
Cryo-electron tomography revealed that RNP filaments were packaged in viruses (Figure 2a (Figure 2c, 2d) . Interestingly, we observed densities that appeared to bridge RNPs (Figure 2d, arrows) . One speculation is that these densities could represent macromolecular interactions among RNPs involved in the selective packaging of eight RNPs in virions [7] . Rotational averages (e.g. Figure 2 , inset), of computationally extracted RNP sections (Figure 2d ) indicate the filament thickness varied from 12-19nm, consistent with measurements for side views of isolated filaments which had an average thickness of 14.2 nm (N=42; Figure 2 e-h). In some instances, helical repeats between 20-25 nm on isolated RNPs were observed (Figure 2h, arrows) . The double-helical organization of RNPs and their 7+1 arrangement inside influenza B virions imply that the mechanisms for the assembly of RNPs and their incorporation into budding virions are conserved between influenza B and A viruses [7] [8] [9] . Packaging of all 8 distinct RNP genomic segments is imperative for influenza fitness, and the structural features necessary for proper RNP and virus assembly is the subject of future work [10] . 
